The Loyal Toast
___________

Preamble
Peter Rhodes (Bufo)
___________

MENU
Seafood Vol au Vents
A light puff pastry case filled with choice seafood
bound in a white wine and cream sauce

___________

Speaker
Chris Feetenby (Corylus)
(to include Toast to Absent Friends)

Roast Leg of Pork Seville

___________

served with a tangy sherry and orange sauce

Presentations
The S*lver³
The Ascot Gold Cup

Chef’s Selection of Vegetables and Potatoes

___________

___________
Fresh Fruit Salad

Toast to Chambers Dictionary

___________

___________

Coffee and Mints

Reply
Anne Seaton
___________
Bar open until 1 a.m.

ME’N’U

CLUES

By
Peeper

Across
1.
4.
9.
11.
12.
13.
15.
17.
19.
20.
21.

Wine from Portuguese capital’s not good for Iris (3)
Enter in a relaxed way if going to Spain’s holiday island (8)
Landers too new to have settled (3-3)
Colophony in Scotland sorted out (but not finally) (5)
One small section of shorter sermon would certainly be so (6)
Most southerly Eire, conservative Eire, we hear, accepts writer
Edward (5,6)
Editor, following house doctor (theologian), jogged in Edinburgh (6)
The Queen goes past pub? It’s a lot of bull (5)
One in climb will need ladders (6)
Airing nasal passages makes one get cut short in chant (8)
Lacking sensitivity this actor is hard on amateur (3)
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Down
20

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.

Light vessels; sailor chases some of them (7)
Classified by Bacon, this is a false notion I’d see in cricket side (6)
Really stupid word to include as meaning’s not given, C’s odd (4)
One digit for a base of natural logs (3)
Supplicate hospital department to get rate changed (7)
Seasonal in East, source of energy, perhaps (7)
Wails of sorrow only just starting in island (3)
Organ’s second note’s odd introducing tympanum (7)
Roman philosopher locates new city in ocean (6)
Dundee’s mood can be seen thrice daily (3)
Egyptian symbol of life, thank heaven, only has edges missing (4)
Ripping up sod could make one cross (3)
Short terminal designation needs information sent up (3)

21

Diners should highlight the relevant letters in the completed
diagram and the clues. No dictionary is recommended.

Stakis Victoria Hotel
12 March, 1994

